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1 Executive Summary
As agreed, we build deliverable D4.3 on top of the already existing text of D4.2.
D4.2, D4.3 and D4.4 represent the continuous process of developing the EPEEC
software stack. The changes compared to D4.2 are highlighted in the Introduction
and Summary.
The focus of deliverables D4.2 and D4.3 is on initial software prototypes that are
provided in the software repository for the public at GitHub:
https://github.com/EPEEC
In the scope of this accompanying report, we describe the implementation of the
software prototypes, their motivation and how they fit into the objectives of the
EPEEC project. The initial software prototypes’ release incorporates enhanced GPI,
OmpSs@ArgoDSM and BSC performance analysis tool implementations. These are
needed in order to build the EPEEC programming model environment in two
flavours:
•

A distributed programming model using GASPI and OmpSs where the
application developers have full control over the distributed data and the
communication between the nodes.

•

A shared-memory programming model using the coherent page-based
distributed shared memory system ArgoDSM in combination with OmpSs. Here
the distributed nature of the compute system is hidden to the application
developers.

GASPI is the specification of a single-sided asynchronous communication model
which the goal to overlap communication and computation times. GPI is the only
implementation of the specification. The GPI extensions proposed in EPEEC are twofold: (a) we have built a compression library called Comprex, in order to compress
the data to be communicated, and (b) we have designed and implemented scalable
eventually-consistent collectives. The data compression leads to a better utilization
of the available bandwidth, especially for data-intensive applications. The
implementation is done considering a special use case from machine learning. The
extension concerning collectives implements eventually-consistent collectives
which have the potential to eliminate the need for synchronisation among (remote)
entities. This builds on the insight that a bounded amount of staleness can reduce
communication costs in machine learning computations, while still ensuring their
convergence. In deliverable D4.2, we described the design of the compression
library and of the collectives and the prototype implementation. In this deliverable,
we report a thread-based extension of the compression library, the integration of
the compression library with Tensorflow and first results of a simple deep neural
network. The first prototypes of the eventually consistent collectives reduce and
broadcast have been benchmarked, an allreduce collective has been implemented
and benchmarked and, as a variation, collectives taking into account staleness in
the so-called SSP (stale synchronous parallelisation) have been designed and
implemented. For QuantumEspresso, a customized standard alltoall collective has
been implemented.
The distributed shared memory support integrates the ArgoDSM technology with
the OmpSs programming model. The OmpSs runtime system is being extended to
use the ArgoDSM infrastructure, which is a fully coherent page-based distributed
shared memory solution. Deliverable D4.2 focused on a prototype implementation.
In this deliverable, we present progress in using task-based information to optimize
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ArgoDSM. The focus is on an increased performance and benchmarks. The following
features have been improved: (a) downgrades of caches, (b) communication by
threads, and (c) prefetching. The results of these improvements have been
compared with the previous version with the DaxPY benchmark and have shown
better performance and scalability. The singlehandedly best optimisation is
prefetching.
The BSC performance analysis tool Extrae helps the application developers to
understand the performance behaviour and identify bottlenecks of their
applications. Compared to D4.2, the Extrae support of GASPI has matured. Extrae
has been extended to support all instrumentation of GASPI applications, both
standalone and in combination with other parallel runtimes (e.g., OpenMP, CUDA,
OmpSs). The extension has been used in several mini applications and has been
shown to work together with hybrid GASPI and OpenMP code on more than one
node. The EPEEC applications are in the process of porting their code to GASPI, and
the Extrae extensions are helping them achieve better performance and scalability.
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2 Introduction
The aim of WP4 is to deliver support for a scalable integrated distributed
programming model environment. In the scope of EPEEC, we are building a
distributed programming model for Exascale. This can be done on one hand using
a distributed-memory programming scheme (GASPI+OmpSs) and on the other
hand using a shared-memory programming model (OmpSs@ArgoDSM) as depicted
in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Left: Distributed-memory programming model (GASPI+OmpSs),
Right: Shared-memory programming model (OmpSs@ArgoDSM)

Concerning GASPI and its implementation GPI we focus on the following extensions
(Section 2):
• The first extension concerns compression of data to be exchanged between
nodes to reduce network congestion in data-intensive applications distributed
across a large number of nodes. Compared to D4.2 ,the compression library
has been extended. A multi-threaded version of the library is now available.
The compression library has also been adapted to the use case of the training
of deep neural networks and has been added as an extension to Tensorflow.
First results on a simple network topology called LeNet are reported.
• The second extension offers more powerful scalable collectives, which do not
rely on consistent views on global properties. Prototypes of the broadcast and
the reduce collectives have been implemented in D4.2. In D4.3 we have added
an implementation for the allreduce collective and show performance results of
the collectives. Another approach for eventual consistency based on the
staleness of data called SSP (Stale Synchronous Parallel) is explored. For the
QuantumEspresso application the alltoall collective without eventual
consistency has been ported to GASPI and performance and results are
presented.
The integration of GASPI and OmpSs will be based on a prototype version of the
Task-Aware GASPI (TAGASPI) library. TAGASPI has been implemented in the scope
of the INTERTWinE project. The TAGASPI library ensures a deadlock-free execution
of such hybrid applications by implementing cooperation mechanisms between the
GASPI library and the parallel task-based runtime system. In the scope of EPEEC,
we will improve TAGASPI concerning its scalability and performance. This task
starts in project month 24.
The shared memory model of the EPEEC programming environment is being
implemented with the help of OmpSs@ArgoDSM. The OmpSs@ArgoDSM
programming model hides the distributed nature of the separate compute nodes to
application developers, yielding a high programming productivity for the developers
not willing to deal explicitly with the internode communications. In addition,
6
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OmpSs@ArgoDSM enables the use of OmpSs@cluster together with ArgoDSM, a
fully coherent page-based distributed shared memory solution. An intermediate
prototype showing the distributed functionalities is described in Section 3.
Compared to D4.2 the following improvements have been made:
• Downgrade Fence: The self-downgrade causes changes in dirty pages to be
written back to their home node. Performing downgrades comes at a cost in the
standard ArgoDSM. The standard downgrade is performed at byte level. A
region downgrade mechanism has been added to downgrade contiguous regions
of memory more efficiently.
• Communication parallelism: Instead of designated communication threads now
all threads can communicate. This allows a better parallelisation and adds to
the scalability of the software.
• Prefetching: The coordinated fetch of several pages saves on the number of
initiated network transfers. Prefetching has been shown as the best mechanism
to increase the performance of the OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM software package.
The BSC performance analysis tools (Extrae and the visualisation tool Paraver) help
the application developers to understand the performance behaviour and to identify
current bottlenecks. Extrae has been extended to support GASPI applications, both
standalone and in combination with other parallel runtimes as described in Section
4. Several GASPI based applications have been using Extrae.
The EPEEC github repository can be found at: https://github.com/epeec. Appendix
A connects the parts of the repository with the sections of this report.
The intermediate prototypes have been tested with open-source accessible test
programs as well as with commercial code. One of the EPEEC applications,
QuantumEspresso, has already integrated functionalities of the intermediate
software prototype in its code.
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3 Enhanced GPI Software Prototype
3.1 GASPI Programming Model
The programming model GASPI [1] aims to initiate a paradigm shift from bulksynchronous two-sided communication patterns towards an asynchronous
communication and execution model. To do this, GASPI leverages remote
completion and one-sided RDMA driven communication in a Partitioned Global
Address Space (PGAS). The asynchronous communication allows a perfect overlap
between computation and communication. The main design idea of GASPI is to
have a lightweight API ensuring high performance, flexibility and failure tolerance.
GPI-2 [2] is an open source implementation of the GASPI standard, freely available
to application developers and researchers. We describe the main concepts of GASPI.

3.1.1 Memory segments
The global memory can be accessed by other nodes using the GASPI API and is
divided into so-called segments. A segment is a contiguous block of virtual memory.
The segments may be globally accessible from every thread of every GASPI process
and represent the partitions of the global address space. The segments can be
accessed as global, common memory, whether local —by means of regular memory
operation— or remote —by means of the communication routines of GASPI.
Memory addresses within the global partitioned address space are specified by the
triple consisting of the rank, segment identifier and the offset.

3.1.2 One-sided communication operations
One-sided asynchronous communication is the basic communication mechanism
provided by GASPI. The one-sided communication comes in two flavours. There are
read and write operations from and into the Partitioned Global Address Space. Onesided operations are non-blocking and asynchronous, allowing the program to
continue its execution along the data transfer. The entire communication is
managed by the local process only. The remote process is not involved. The
advantage is that there is no inherent synchronization between the local and the
remote process in every communication request. At some point, the remote process
needs knowledge about data availability managed by weak synchronization
primitives.

3.1.3 Notifications
In order to allow for synchronization, notifications are being used. In addition to
the communication request, in which the sender posts a put request for transferring
data from a local segment into a remote segment, the sender also posts a
notification with a given value to a given queue. The order of the communication
request and the notification is guaranteed to be maintained. The notification
semantics is complemented with routines which wait for an update of a single or
even an entire set of notifications. In order to manage these notifications in a
thread-safe manner, GASPI provides a thread safe atomic function to reset a local
notification with a given identifier. The atomic function returns the value of the
notification before reset. The notification procedures are one-sided and only involve
the local process.
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3.2 Data Compression (Comprex)
The motivation to design and develop the ComprEx library arises both (i) from the
natural endeavour to enhance the productivity of the GASPI-communication, and
(ii) from the actual need of the applications in a particular research field, machine
learning. SMURFF is one of the machine learning codes which has the capabilities
to test the compression library. However, as a first in-house test, we are first
running the compression library it with Deep Learning applications and have
integrated it in Tensorflow.
A typical and important operation in machine learning optimization algorithms is
the (inter-nodal) exchange of large gradient vectors which are essentially sparse
—in a sense that they contain very few “meaningful” values. Therefore, the
application only needs to transfer the meaningful vector items.
Thus, to make both the communication itself and the application as a whole more
effective, it would make sense first to “shrink” the gradient vectors to contain
meaningful values only and then to communicate such compressed vectors. This
should happen on the sender side. The receiver side, correspondingly, should
expand the contracted vectors to their original size. This is just an approximate
description of the basic idea, but in practice the algorithm is more elaborate.
In each step, the meaningful vector items are selected for transmission and sent
to the remote target. The items, which were not sent are not discarded, but stored
in an auxiliary residual vector. In the next step, the residual vector is added to the
next gradient vector. From this vector, the meaningful items are estimated again.
This way, the elements, which have not been sent, accumulate over time until they
become meaningful enough to be sent.
The compression library is setup in such a way that the actual implementation of
the compression can be performed quickly (as can be seen in Figure 2). We are
still optimizing the code and finding the best compression possible. So it is too early
to derive final runtimes to compare against. But we have already seen a big
reduction in data sizes. We are currently providing as compression method the
classical run-length-encoding (RLE) approach. Its basic assumption is that it is quite
probable for neighbouring items to share the same property with regards to the
threshold (i.e., greater or smaller than the threshold); therefore, the encoding
stores the sizes of a set of run-length sequences, each one of them containing
items sharing the same relation with regards to the threshold.
As an example, we show below an integer vector of 5 items, with values between
1 and 10, and the corresponding RLE-compression for a threshold = 3:

Input vector:
------------v[0] = 2
v[1] = 4
v[2] = 1
v[3] = 6
v[4] = 9

Compressed vector:
-------------------------compressed_vect[0]=4
compressed_vect[1]=6
compressed_vect[2]=9

Run-lengths vector
Starting "sign"
--------------------------------run_length[0]=1
negative
run_length[1]=1
run_length[2]=1
run_length[3]=2
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Note that in our case we also keep track of the starting "sign" of the sequence: if
the starting run-length, run_length[0], is "positive" (i.e., this is a run-length of
items greater than the threshold) or otherwise.
An abstract base class ComprEx (Figure 2) describes the basic functionalities of the
application. This class does not prescribe any particular compression method.
Alternatively, the corresponding derived class ComprExRunLengths contains the
specific implementation of the RLE-compression. Following the same pattern, the
library is potentially extendable to easily include other compression methods: each
particular implementation is to be encapsulated within a corresponding derived
class, preserving the overall functionality unchanged. There are two fundamental
methods “compress_and_p2pVectorWriteRemote” for compressing and sending a
vector (implemented by the derived class) and “p2pVectorGetRemote” for receiving
a vector. Both methods require a target buffer where the data is read or written,
the target rank and a special GaspiCXX tag, which is required for the GaspiCXX
context. Additionally, the sending method requires a threshold argument to filter
out the vector elements to be sent. Comprex interacts with the GASPI environment
and it has access to a GASPI memory segment, which it uses for communication.
An instance of Comprex always uses the same message size for sending and
receiving, which is defined at the object construction (“origSize”). Fixing the
message size is necessary because of the residual vector (“_restsVector”), so that
the residuals can be added to the next outgoing message.

Figure 2: UML diagram of Comprex.

3.2.1 Extension of the Comprex Calls: top-K compression and
thread-parallel implementation
In addition, the ComprEx library has been extended by adding new functionalities:
another compression method, the so called top-K compression algorithm where
the first K-percent of the largest (in absolute value) vector items are chosen to
form the compressed vector. An important feature of this library extension is that,
for both the compression step (on the sender-side) and the expansion step (on the
receiving side), a thread-parallel implementation has also been provided. This
should reduce the execution time for the most expensive operations, compression
and expansion, in the overall data transfer process. The implementation of the topK method has been tested on vectors of different sizes and compression rates.
The top-K method design and development follows the principles already described
in the paragraphs above: the ComprExTopK class is derived from the base abstract
10
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class ComprEx. To meet the requirements of the new functionality, particularly the
one related to the multi-threading, both the base-class and the top-K derived class
constructors have been redefined to include two default parameters: (i) the number
of threads to be spawned, with a default value of one, i.e. single-threaded execution,
and (ii) the pointer to an integer array specifying the pin-pattern for the threads
(default value NULL, i.e. no user-defined pinning and the operating system pinpattern is to be used). The definition of the base-class constructor now looks like
this:
ComprEx(
gaspi::Runtime & runtime
, gaspi::Context & context
, gaspi::segment::Segment & segment
, int origSize
, int nThreads = 1
, const int* _pinPattern = NULL);

// GaspiCxx class
// GaspiCxx class
// GaspiCxx class (GASPI segment)
// size of the vectors to work with
// number of threads (default: 1)
// pin pattern (default: NONE)

The derived class constructor, ComprExTopK, follows the same specification. We
now describe in more detail the constructor parameters.
The first three parameters are references to GaspiCxx classes. These classes are
instantiated in the calling (or user´s) program and are responsible for carrying out
the actual communication, both in the user´s application and in ComprEx. The last
two parameters of the constructor are related to the multi-threaded execution of
the compression/expansion. They specify the number of threads to be used and
the pin-pattern, respectively. The pin pattern is nothing but an integer array,
specifying that thread #i should be pinned to a core having an index #pinPattern[#i].
(The enumeration of the cores on different CPUs is hardware specific, so the user
can set the appropriate pinning pattern on different architectures. Note also, that
this enumeration is related to the GASPI-rank, having in mind that GASPI should
be executed in a NUMA-aware mode to exploit the full potential of the library).
These last two parameters provide as default values a single-thread and no threadpinning, respectively.
The basic idea is that when a ComprExTopK–class is instantiated, the user actually
creates a “tool” for transferring vectors of a certain size, using a certain number of
threads (pinned or not) to (top-K-) compress/decompress the vector values to be
communicated between two ranks.
The class-methods performing the top-K-compression/decompression have basically
the same specification (except one slight difference) as the ones defined in the base
class:
compress_and_p2pVectorWriteRemote(..) and p2pVectorGetRemote(..),
where the first function takes as an input argument the value of K, i.e. the
percentage of the highest-value vector items to be compressed.
Note that by extending the constructor definitions with these default parameters
one guarantees the backward compatibility of ComprEx: the calls to the previous
version of the library (e.g. RLE) are still valid. Existing user codes need not be
modified or rewritten.
Note also that the top-K-multi-threaded compression works only “locally”, i.e. each
thread chooses some number of highest values to be compressed from its “working
domain” (i.e. the part of the input vector assigned to this particular thread). Thus,
the union of all local (for each thread) top-K-values should, in general, (slightly)
11
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differ from the “default” or “correct” set of TopK values for the whole vector (i.e.,
the set of items chosen to be compressed that would be obtained in the singlethreaded case). Nevertheless, our expectation is that this (slight) change in the
items included in the global TopK-set should not affect the overall
behaviour/convergence of the optimization algorithm because the values which are
not to be transferred at the current step are still kept as components of the
(gradient) vector and –if these values are big enough– they would be transferred
on the next iteration of the algorithm, having presumably a negligible effect on the
overall convergence. We will check the effect on convergence with use cases from
deep learning. In addition, the actual implementation of the multi-threading
remains entirely “hidden” from the user: the Comprex API is entirely defined in the
include file comprex.hxx which contains no details related to the actual
implementation.

3.2.2 Comprex for Tensorflow
Parallel Training of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) is a communication bound
problem as can be seen in Figure 3. As the computation workload is falling with the
number of computation nodes, given a fixed global batch size, the volume of data
that needs to be communicated between the nodes increases. This depends on the
model size and the training problem. The network layout has a large impact on the
crucial communication/compute ratio: shallow networks with many neurons per
layer (like AlexNet [3]) scale worse than deep networks with less neurons (like
GoogleLeNet [4]) where longer compute times meet smaller model sizes. Even with
a fixed local batch size and therefore constant computation time, eventually, the
communication time would rise above the time the nodes spend doing
computations. Therefore, it is important to reduce the communication overhead in
Deep Learning applications. Our approach is to use a data compression scheme, so
that the communication volume is reduced. DNN training is very robust to lossy
data compression of the gradients, which is why this approach is promising.

Figure 3: Communication overhead for different models and batch sizes. The scalability
stalls when compute times drop below communication times, leaving compute units idle
[5].
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In another example, Comprex is used with Tensorflow [6] to enable distributed
training of Deep Neural Networks. Tensorflow is a well-known framework for deep
learning with a Python frontend. Here the abstract base class defined in Section 2.2
has been adapted.

The Comprex class now separates methods to establish connections between nodes
and the read and write methods. The transmission mechanics are implemented
using GaspiCxx. In order to establish a connection, a transmit request needs to be
met with a receive request on the other side of the communication channel, or else
there will be a deadlock. The ‘connectTo’ function tries to establish a transmit and
receive channel simultaneously, which makes it easier to establish certain
connection topologies, e.g. a ring.
Comprex uses this strategy design pattern to allow various combinations of
compression and thresholding functions. The main mechanics of a
‘ThresholdFunction’ class implementation is defined by the ‘cut’ method. It takes a
dense vector and produces a vector containing more zero entries than before by
applying a thresholding mechanism. The thresholding mechanisms implemented
were described in section 3.2.1 . Note that the returned vector is not compressed
yet. It will be referred to as a sparse vector.
The compression functionality is in the ‘Compressor’ class implementations. The
functions ‘compress’ and ‘decompress’ transform a sparse vector into a compressed
vector and vice versa. A compressed Vector can be written to, or loaded from, a
buffer as a binary blob. The size of the blob can be estimated in advance by the
‘calcSizeBytes’ function. Since a binary blob contains all the information to be
decompressed, the communication can be completely single-sided. Note however
that the Gaspi buffers for send and receive need to be large enough to contain the
compressed vectors, which will vary in size. The new Comprex architecture is more
flexible, which allows the implementation of a broader range of communication
patterns.
The training process in deep learning can be parallelized in many ways, but the
most common option is to split the training input dataset equally between the
workers, which is known as data parallelism. In data parallel distributed training,
each worker has an identical copy of the neural network model. Each worker
computes its own set of parameter updates, based on its individual fraction of the
input dataset. Before updating the parameters, the updates are summed over all
workers, so all workers end up with the same update for their parameters. In the
last step of the iteration, the updates are applied to the parameters, so the model
remains the same on all nodes. The training continues with the next iteration of
computing updates.

13
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The summation process is an allreduce communication collective. In this version, a
simple one-to-all allreduce algorithm is implemented, also known as the parameter
server model. In the parameter server model there is one node called the chief,
which gathers the upgrades from all the nodes. The gathered upgrades are added
up and broadcasted back to all the other nodes. Comprex is used for both the
gather and the broadcast communication channel. Training LeNet on MNIST 1 is very
robust, so it is very forgiving when high compression ratios are used in both
directions. The parameter server approach usually does not scale very well, since
the chief node represents a bottleneck. However, it only has two communication
rounds, which is less than in tree based communication schemes. Gaspi can handle
multiple communication requests at once, so there is no issue with the order of
simultaneously issued reduction collective operations. Also, since Comprex reduces
the volume of communicated data, the parameter server approach is expected to
scale quite well compared to uncompressed communication.
The integration of Comprex into Tensorflow is facilitated, in this version, by using
the Python ctypes module. It is relatively easy to use and flexible, so it is a good
candidate to wrap C Code for Python. A slight disadvantage is that the interface
must be in C code, so an additional software layer must be implemented. Despite
this, the entire class interface of Comprex can be mirrored into a Python object,
thus allowing to call Comprex library functions from within Python code. In the
following example, a small DNN called LeNet is trained on the MNIST dataset, which
is considered to be a toy example.

1
The MNIST database is a large database of handwritten digits that is commonly
used for training various image processing systems.
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The call to “gpiOptimizer.create_distributed_optimizer” handles the creation of the
entire communication and update procedure for distributed training. The callback
“callbacks.BroadcastInitWeights” broadcasts the initial parameters of the chief node
to all the worker nodes before the training starts, so that they have the same model.

Figure 4: Accuracy vs topK compression ratios for the LeNet topology trained on MNIST
data

Figure 4 shows the test accuracy over different compression ratios, expressed by
the top-K value. The model is trained for only one epoch (approx. 20,000
communication rounds), on three nodes in parallel. LeNet has 1.2 million
parameters, which is relatively small compared to state-of-the-art DNN models. On
a single node, LeNet can be trained on MNIST to approximately 94% accuracy in
one epoch.
At a compression of below 1% top-K, the training procedure begins to suffer from
the compression. The chief rank gathers and broadcasts the updates, therefore for
very low top-K values, it goes towards the single node accuracy of 94%, because
it effectively stops receiving updates from other nodes. The worker nodes, on the
other hand, stop receiving updates and have the test accuracy of a random model
(10% accuracy, because MNIST has 10 classes).
LeNet trained on MNIST is a very robust task, so the compression ratios shown
here will most likely not work as nicely with state-of-the-art models.

3.3 Eventually Consistent Data Types and Collectives
In EPEEC, we aim to extend and enhance the current set of collectives of the GASPI
programming model and its implementation GPI as well as to provide customized
collectives for applications developed within the project.
The collectives as defined by the GASPI standard are described in Section 3.3.1.
There are only few collectives defined by the standard, because collectives are
points of synchronization, which are to be avoided. In addition to the collectives
that come with the GPI implementation of the GASPI standard, application owners
can easily implement their own collectives. This has been necessary for the
Quantum Espresso application which needs an alltoall collective implementation
which has been implemented by the application developers as described in Section
3.3.2.
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Figure 5: Eventually consistent data.

In addition, collective operations are designed and implemented that drop a
globally consistent view. The concept comes from GRID computing where globally
distributed databases are read out and possibly stale data is used (see Figure 5).
The idea of eventually consistent data types from GRID computing is being ported
to HPC collectives. Here it can be used, e.g. for machine learning (ML). Many ML
applications algorithms can be classified as iterative and convergent. These
algorithms start with an initial guess of a model and then improve it across several
iterations until converging on a solution. Not all data is necessary in such iterative
processes, and consistency can be dropped without jeopardizing the result. The
main issue here is that the advantage (e.g. in terms of speed of the algorithm) can
outweigh the disadvantages (e.g. a slower convergence).
We are providing eventual consistency in two ways:

•

•

By dropping a certain part of the data which is below a certain user-defined
threshold in a collective. The application can proceed with computations
(work on received data) upon arrival of a certain amount of data instead of
the full amount. This is described in Section 3.3.3.
By exploring a Stale Synchronous Parallel (SSP) synchronization model
which allows the workers to compute iterations using bounded stale data.
In the SSP model the worker can receive updates while performing
computation on stale data, and thus, seamlessly overlap communication and
computation. The SSP approach is described in Section 3.3.4.

3.3.1 Collectives in GASPI
We start by briefly presenting collectives in GASPI that can be synchronous or
asynchronous. If an asynchronous operation is supported, it should leverage
external network resources, rather than consuming CPU cycles. If the collective is
synchronous, it relies on time-based blocking with a user-defined timeout. If this
timeout takes the form of a mere test, the collective performs minimal progress
(e.g. completing a local communication phase) and then returns. Hence, in order
to complete a collective, the collective has to be called several times.
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Figure 6: Pseudo code of gaspi_alltoall implementation.

Additionally, only one collective operation of a specific group of GASPI processes of
a specific type can run at a given time for a given group. For example, two allreduce
(gaspi_allreduce) collectives for one group cannot run concurrently, however an
allreduce operation and a barrier can.
The current GASPI interface can be extended to accommodate eventually
consistent collectives: the actual current value of the collective (which is at this
stage local and inconsistent) can be accessed (e.g. in a percentage value) at the
completion stage.
However, in order for eventually consistent collectives to run in a predictable and
controllable way, special care needs to be taken on how to stop the collective
operation after a desired percentage of its progress is reached. To solve this
problem in general can get complicated in the GASPI framework as it relies on
asynchronous and unordered communication. Thus, we have to make sure that the
overall termination of the collective operation is controllable.
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3.3.2 Quantum Espresso’s implementation of a gaspi_alltoall
One of the project partners, namely CINECA, experiences high cost of the
MPI_Alltoall collective in their customized-implementation of the Fast Fourier
Transformation (FFT) used within the Quantum Espresso application. Together we
have designed an algorithmic variant of the alltoall collective leveraging GASPI API.
The basic idea of this solution is to let each node write its data to the memory of
all other nodes using gaspi_write_notify with a unique notification. Then, let each
node wait on the notification that some data has been written to its memory. After
each node has written to all nodes and has received notifications from them, the
alltoall is completed. Figure 6shows a pseudo-code of gaspi_alltoall.
We conducted our preliminary performance experiments and compared the GASPI
implementation with that of MPI_AlltoAll of Intel MPI v.18.0 on Cineca’s Galileo
cluster. Galileo is composed of 1022 36-core compute nodes. Each one contains 2
18-cores Intel Xeon E5-2697 v4 (Broadwell) at 2.30 GHz and 128 GB of memory.
All the nodes are interconnected through an Intel OmniPath with OPA v10.6 capable
of a maximum bandwidth of 100Gbit/s between each pair of nodes.
Figure 7 reports the performance results (obtained as an average over 100 runs)
for various message sizes. We set 4 GASPI/ MPI processes per node, which is
indicated as 4 tasks per node on the plot. , since we aim to have a hybrid
programming model implementation. We also run our experiments using 4, 8, and
16 nodes: this is marked on each line as GPI-x or MPI-x. Note that we have used
Intel MPI v.18.0 with the standard settings which ensures that the optimal settings
are being selected. The performance of both implementations is similar up to a
message size of about 1024 bytes. The situation begins to change from a message
size of 2048 bytes where our implementation of GASPI AlltoAll begins to outperform
the MPI vendor-provided version, reaching the outstanding performance for a
message size of 32768 bytes.
It is important to note that the message size needed by the FFT miniapp when
using MPI_AlltoAll is about 6Kb-24Kb, i.e. in the range where the GASPI version
outperforms the vendor MPI. Given that the MPI_Alltoall consumes about 20-40%
of FFT’s total runtime, we expect a significant reduction of the total execution time
in the Quantum Espresso application (implementation currently in progress). A
GASPI equivalent of MPI_AlltoAllV, also used under certain conditions in the
minapp, is currently being built using the same scheme as for the MPI_Alltoall.
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Figure 7: Performance results of gaspi_alltoall against MPI on the Galileo cluster at CINECA;
GPI-2 installation is from the next branch on GitHub, which is v1.4.0, and MPI
implementation comes from the Intel MPI v18.0 library.

3.3.3 Eventually consistent collectives
3.3.3.1

Design and interface

As explained before, gaspi_allreduce may involve several procedure calls until
completion. One example is a pipelined ring reduction: first, each process performs
local reduction on its dedicated set of data, so that each process contains a
complete result of its subset of data; then, the partial result is broadcasted to the
other processes (also in the pipelined ring) such that after the broadcast all nodes
have access to the complete reduced dataset.
We consider two approaches to design eventually consistent gaspi_allreduce:
1. Specify a termination criterion before the execution of the collective: In the
call to gaspi_allreduce, we can specify the predefined threshold as an input
parameter. Hence, based on this threshold, every process can locally
determine when to 'stop' allreduce. Consequently, the result (with respect
to the threshold) can be obtained through the output status variable. Thus
the interfaces to the collectives may look as follows:

Figure 8: Initial API for eventually consistent gaspi_allreduce.
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Figure 9: Initial API for eventually consistent gaspi_bcast.

Figure 10: Initial API for eventually consistent gaspi_reduce.

It should be possible to request the current local status of the collective
during its execution. That might be necessary in order to trigger next local
computation step.
2. Allow the application to determine the termination criterion during the
execution of the collective. Hence, the collective can be made more dynamic
by letting the application check the progress (percentage of already reduced
data via the threshold variable) as well as the interim result through the
status variable. Based on that, the application can determine whether the
obtained result is good enough or ask for enhancement. In this case, the
threshold serves both as an input and output parameter.

3.3.3.2

BST implementation of broadcast and reduce

Broadcast can be implemented as a set of gaspi_write calls or via a binomial tree
where a certain pre-defined percentage of data is delivered. This threshold can be
defined as an input parameter. Hence, there is no need to do any modifications on
the GASPI side, but rather within the user-defined gaspi_bcast procedure to specify
the amount of data to be broadcasted.
Reduce is an P to 1 collective, which is the inverse of broadcast with operation on
data, and it follows the same idea as broadcast. gaspi_reduce implements binomial
tree as well.
The BST is a rather common algorithm. It uses a binomial tree structure which
reduces the network contention by its principle. All ranks are numbered from 0 to
P-1 and assigned to tree nodes that represent the ranks in binary numbers: rank 0
is the root of the tree; the children of the process with rank p_0 are those with
rank p_0 + 2^i, where log(p_0) <= i <= ceil(log(P)). A BST with 8 processes is
depicted in Figure 11. In the case of reduction, the process starts by calculating its
parent and each process calculates its children. Then, each child process waits for
notification from its parent indicating that the data can be sent. This is crucial to
avoid barriers as well as to lose synchronization in case of multiple children writing
to their parent’s receive buffer simultaneously. The data are written to the segment
on parent’s size and reduced. The process continues until the root is reached and
children have contributed with their parts. Broadcast is simple since the data are
written from the root/ the parent to children without a need for synchronization or
barrier.
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Figure 11: Binomial spanning tree with 8 nodes. Source: On Collective Communication and
Notified Read in GASPI. Dissertation. Vanessa End.

3.3.3.3

Pipeline ring implementation of allreduce

gaspi_allreduce is another important and frequently used collective in the project
applications. In the project, gaspi_allreduce is used primarily for large messages
(from several kilobytes to hundreds of megabytes). Therefore, our algorithmic
choice for allreduce is to implement the segment pipelined ring algorithm as it
suites large message sizes. This algorithm aims to saturate bandwidth, hence reach
high performance. We still make it possible to apply different thresholds on the
data as well as user-defined reduction functions, but expose this to users via callback reduction functions.
The segmented pipelined ring algorithm consists of two stages. In the first stage,
each of the P processes performs a reduction of 1/P of the dataset (via the pipelined
ring; see Figure 12). At the end of this stage, each node then contains a complete
result of 1/P of the data. In the second stage, the partial result from each process
is broadcasted to the other nodes (again in the pipelined ring, see Figure 13) such
that after the broadcast all nodes have access to the complete reduced dataset. A
benefit of the segmented pipelined ring algorithm is that at every stage of allreduce
each process deals with its (often) close neighbors: receiving the partial data from
one and sending the partial data to another. We also assume that one GASPI
process per node is used, so processes and nodes are used interchangibly.
The segmented pipelined ring algorithm allows for pipelining the set of P chunks
across all nodes. Depending on the message size, we can also require a subsplitting of messages: 1/P of the data can be divided into smaller messages to
better utilize the network. Hence, the GASPI implementation manages to use the
entire memory and network bandwidth of the system. For the reduction, we have
used here a global sum. Thus, we can hide the complete reduction effort in the
communication costs. As long as the reduction effort is less time-consuming than
the corresponding communication, this will also hold true for more complex
reductions like user-defined reductions on user-defined data structures.
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Figure 12: Allreduce – segmented pipelined ring: reduce stage for chunk id 3 for 15 nodes,
where one GASPI process is used per node. After 14 steps all nodes have a complete partial
results.

Figure 13: Allreduce – segmented pipelined ring: broadcast stage, Again we use a pipelined
ring to broadcast the partial results to the other nodes.

3.3.3.4

Performance measurements

We have conducted performance measurements on the seislab cluster at
Fraunhofer ITWM and used two different nodes:
• Intel Ivybridge connected with the InfiniBand interconnect
• Intel Skylake also connected with the InfiniBand interconnect
We assigned one GASPI process per node in order to stress the communication and
varied the problem size. Since the primary focus of collectives is on ML and DL
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codes developed in the EPEEC project, we focused on large cases (problems greater
than 4Kb) due to the fact that these codes deal with large messages.
Figure 14 reports performance results of gaspi_reduce. For each problem size, we
run the benchmark 10,000 times and select the median time among all executions.
When the problem size is relatively small (8 Kb), the difference in varying the
threshold is at most 2x. However, the difference increases rapidly with the problem
size and for 800 Kb it is roughly 5x.

Figure 14: Performance results of gaspi_reduce on Seislab’s Ivybridge nodes: for vectors of
1,000 double precision elements on the left; for 100,000 elements on the right.

We conducted similar tests for gaspi_bcast. Note that broadcast is often used in
the codes developed within the project to distribute the initial data for computations.
Hence, its impact on the overall application performance can be very small. In cases
where gaspi_bcast is also used within applications, especially on every iteration,
careful balancing between most relevant data and its amount can save a lot of
execution time. Figure 15 shows the performance results of gaspi_bcast using
different thresholds for data, i.e basically different amounts of data. The pattern is
identical to gaspi_reduce. We also conduct 10,000 executions for each problem size
and select the median time among all executionsthem.

Figure 15: Performance results of gaspi_bcast on Seislab’s Skylake nodes: for vectors of
1,000 double precision elements on the left; for 100,000 elements on the right.

We carried out our experiments of gaspi_allreduce on Ivybridge nodes on the
Seislab cluster and compared the performance results with that of MPI_AlltoAll of
Intel MPI v2019/5.281. Our scenario allocated one process per node and assigned
the same amount of work per node as depicted on the plots. Figure 16 reports the
timings (median time among 110,000 executions) for arrays of doubles of sizes
1,000 and 100,000. Note that our implementation aims to target large vector sizes
while the Intel MPI library is equipped with a dozen of implementations targeting
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various problem sizes and topologies. Hence, the results of MPI_Allreduce are
significantly better than gaspi_allreduce for vectors of size 1,000. But,
gaspi_allreduce is able to perform better for larger vectors of size 100,000.
Compared to alternative implementations of the segmented pipelined allreduce
with MPI, we eliminate global synchronizations at the end of both scatter-reduce
and allgather phases and instead use the GASPI weak lightweight synchronization
via notifications, e.g. to waive that the process is ready to receive or to
acknowledge arrival of data. The usage of notifications as well as splitting very
large messages in chunks is undergoing optimization.

Figure 16: Performance results of gaspi_allreduce on Seislab’s Ivybridge nodes: for vectors
of 1,000 double precision elements on the left; for 100,000 elements on the right.

3.3.3.5

Eventually consistent allreduce_SSP

Another approach to eventually consistent collectives is to allow the collective to
not wait for the exchange of the most recent updates. Many ML applications
algorithms can be classified as iterative and convergent. These algorithms start
with an initial guess of a model and then improve it across several iterations until
converging on a solution. Their convergent nature allows these algorithms to work
with data that can be a bounded number of iterations out of date (referred to as
the allowed slack). This tolerance to staleness is explored in the Stale Synchronous
Parallel (SSP) [1] synchronization model. By allowing workers to compute iterations
using bounded stale data, they can be receiving updates while performing useful
computation on stale data, and thus, seamlessly overlap communication with
computation.
SSP proposes a collective that propagates updates but only waits until local data
contains all updates from all nodes up to the call of the collective made slack calls
go. We will refer to this new collective as allreduce_SSP. Figure 17 depicts our
proposed API for this collective:

Figure 17: Initial API for the allreduce_SSP collective.

In this approach, the progress of nodes is measured in clocks, wherein each clock
a certain amount of work is performed (e.g., two iterations). Along with this, the
local model is associated with a timestep, corresponding to the smallest clock of
any of the updates involved in the current state of that model (i.e. if a model
received an update from node 0 with clock 1 and update from node 1 with clock 2,
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the timestep would be 1). When calling the allreduce collective the node specifies
which clock it’s currently in, the primitive then checks if the local model is too stale
or not by comparing the timestep associated with the local model with the current
clock of the worker. If the local model timestep is behind the current node clock by
more than slack clocks, the model is too stale and the collective waits for updates.
Otherwise, the collective can return.
To share updates among nodes we are considering using the ideas of the Parameter
Server (PS) architecture. A parameter server is a dedicated server that manages
the state of the shared model. This server can easily be shared across multiple
servers each holding a shard of the shared model. Because we are focusing around
the use of collectives, we cannot have parameter servers running on dedicated
servers. Instead, each worker will hold a shard of the PS. And, because the
execution of the PS and the worker is independent, each parameter server shard is
spawned as a thread by the worker.
The communication of updates is performed through the parameter servers in the
following way: workers communicate parameter updates by sending them to the
respective shard of the parameter server; The PS shards, upon receiving parameter
updates, apply them to the shared model. Then, whenever a shard has received
enough updates (e.g., to advance the shard timestep by 1), it sends the new shared
model to all workers; After receiving model updates, workers replace their local
model with the updated model when convenient (e.g. at the start of the next call
to the function).
In our current preliminary implementation, we decided to have an initialization
function that receives the memory position we want to reduce, and the number of
elements involved. The function is then responsible for allocating the required
segments used for communication and associate each worker with a parameter
server shard.
We now describe the pseudo-code of the algorithm for both the worker and PS
shard, found in Figure 18 and Figure 19 respectively.
Worker:
At the end of each clock, workers call the allreduce_SSP collective to share the
obtained updates during that clock with all Parameter Server shards. The sharing
of updates is divided in three steps:
1. For each shard 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 , the worker computes the changes done to the

parameters managed by that shard since the last update
. Then before
sending the update to the PS shard the worker waits for a notification
informing that the PS shard has already reduced the previous update from
the worker and is ready to receive the new update. After receiving the

, to a dedicated
notification, the worker sends the parameter updates
region in 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 , along with the current clock of the worker.
2. The worker then checks if it has received any parameter updates from the
Parameter Server shards. If it has received an update 𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖 ′, from a given PS

shard, 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 , it applies the update computed since the last PS update
, to
the received parameter updates 𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖 ′, and replaces its local parameters with
these updated parameters.
3. Finally, the worker checks if any parameter shard is too stale. If so, the
collective waits until it has received parameter updates, and repeats the
previous step. This process repeats until all stale parameters are updated.
Note that in this algorithm, if there are no parameter updates and if the local
parameters are not considered excessively stale, the worker immediately returns
after pushing its updates with the PS shards without waiting for parameter updates.
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Figure 18: allreduce_SSP - Worker pseudo-code.

Parameter Server Shard:
Each Parameter Server Shard’s job is to apply parameter updates from workers to
the shared model as it receives them. Then, once enough updates have been
received, the PS propagates the shared model's current parameters to all workers.
PS shards keep track of the clocks associated with the latest updates applied to the
shared model and decide to propagate the shared model based on the current
clocks of the shared model and the clocks associated with the previously shared
model. For our first implementation, the PS shares the shared model with workers
whenever the smallest clock involved in the update of the shared model, increases
by one.
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Figure 19: allreduce_SSP - Parameter Server pseudo-code

To experiment with our initial allreduce_SSP implementation we trained a simple
Matrix Factorization algorithm with the 100k movielens dataset. In our experiments
clocks correspond to iterations. The experiments were performed in a single node
with 12 physical cores. The results are presented in Figure 20.

Figure 20: Experimental results of allreduce_SSP running on a node with 8 physical cores.

We can see that while we have more physical cores than processes (up to 8
processes) the value of slack does not influence the execution speed too much.
This is because every process runs at around the same speed. However, starting
at 16 processes, processes compete for resources. The competition of resources by
the processes is minimized by allowing some processes to continue their execution
while others are waiting for resources to run. By using slack greater than 1 we see
drastic improvements in speed, with the biggest change being from slack=0 to
slack=1.

3.4 Integration of GASPI and OmpSs
The integration of GASPI and OmpSs is based on work done in the scope of the
INTERTWinE project, which finished at the end of 2018. A prototype of the TaskAware GASPI (TAGASPI) library, which provides mechanisms for improving the
interoperability between the OmpSs task-based programming model and GASPI
operations, has been implemented in the scope of the INTERTWinE project. Without
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TAGASPI, deadlocks could occur in hybrid GASPI+OmpSs applications due to outof-order execution of tasks that consequently alter the execution of the enclosed
GASPI calls. The TAGASPI library ensures a deadlock-free execution of such hybrid
applications by implementing cooperation mechanisms between the GASPI library
and the parallel task-based runtime system. The first TAGASPI prototype has not
been able to fully exploit the performance benefits of an OmpSs and GASPI coupling.
Therefore our work focusses on improving the performance of the TAGASPI library.
The task on the integration of GASPI and OmpSs will start in project month 24.
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4 Enhanced ArgoDSM software prototype
The Enhanced ArgoDSM software prototype, OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM, aims to provide
the OmpSs-2@Cluster runtime with a distributed shared memory backend by
integrating ArgoDSM [7] on top of Nanos6. The distributed shared memory backend
replaces the default communication protocol for user data. All OmpSs-2@Cluster
applications are expected to run on OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM without source code
modification.
The primary objective of the current prototype is to modify the OmpSs-2@Cluster
runtime system to use ArgoDSM to manage user data and its movement between
nodes in a cluster. A secondary objective is to enhance ArgoDSM with features
made possible or feasible as a result of the integration. The prototype expands on
the secondary objective by improving and adding more features.
The description of the enhanced ArgoDSM software prototype that follows gives an
overview of the OmpSs-2@Cluster system, the high-level functionality of ArgoDSM
and an explanation of how ArgoDSM is used in the OmpSs-2@Cluster runtime
system as part of the primary objective. As part of the secondary objective, we
describe features added under the integration with OmpSs-2. This includes
selective coherence, which is guided by OmpSs-2 runtime information, prefetching,
and communication changes. We also report the results of a simple benchmark to
give an indication of the performance impact of the enhancements. Finally, we
present some known issues and limitations.

4.1 OmpSs-2@Cluster
OmpSs-2@Cluster [2] is an extension of the OmpSs-2 programming model for
writing task-parallel applications for distributed memory systems. OmpSs-2 is a
task-based programming model that allows programmers to write parallel
applications by organizing their code in tasks, which are pieces of code that can be
executed in parallel with the serial execution. The runtime system of OmpSs-2,
Nanos6, is responsible for scheduling these tasks on the underlying SMP hardware.
OmpSs-2@Cluster is a set of extensions in the programming model and Nanos6,
which allow scheduling tasks to a cluster of distributed memory nodes,
transparently to the user. Nanos6 is responsible for scheduling and offloading tasks
across nodes of the cluster and managing transparently the required data transfers
for executing tasks. OmpSs-2 is a task-based programming model that allows
programmers to define parallelism in their application in the form of tasks. Tasks
are blocks of code that can be scheduled in parallel with respect to the serial
execution of the application. Moreover, tasks are annotated with dependencies (IN,
OUT, INOUT). OmpSs-2 dependencies, similar to other systems, e.g. OpenMP 4,
OpenStream, etc. declare the inputs and outputs of the task to Nanos6. Nanos6
uses this information in order to enforce the correct ordering between tasks and
enable data-race free execution.
OmpSs-2 encourages the use of nested tasks in order to parallelize the creation of
tasks both to be able to create high degree of parallelism fast and to keep the
underlying computing elements fully utilized. Comparing with its predecessor,
OmpSs, OmpSs-2 introduces the concept of weak dependencies. Weak
dependencies declare to the runtime system that the task that defines them will
not perform the actual corresponding access, but one of its children tasks will. As
a result, the top-level task can be executed in parallel, without waiting for the
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dependencies to be resolved and create the subtasks, increasing the generation
rate of useful work.

4.1.1 Cluster support
OmpSs@Cluster extends the OmpSs-2 programming model and adds semantics for
executing an OmpSs-2 program on a cluster of distributed memory nodes. Like the
shared memory version of OmpSs-2, the programmer describes parallelism in the
form of tasks, and defines the inputs and outputs of these tasks, while Nanos6 is
responsible for scheduling these tasks to the cluster nodes and enforcing their
correct ordering according to the dependency annotations. In contrast with
executing on a shared memory system, OmpSs@Cluster needs to perform explicit
data transfers for the input accesses of a task, so the programmer needs to define
exactly the memory footprint of a task (i.e. its inputs and outputs). This is the first
difference of OmpSs-2@Cluster comparing to the shared memory OmpSs-2. In the
latter, it is sufficient to declare only the dependencies that force the correct ordering
of the tasks. For example, if there is a variable that is read-only among all the tasks,
the shared memory OmpSs does not require declaring them as input dependencies,
in order to have a correct program. Nanos6 has been extended to keep track of the
latest location of every data access apart from the dependency information related
to it and perform the data transfers that the tasks require, transparently to the
user.

4.1.2 Execution model
Nanos6 abstracts the underlying hardware from the user application. The
programmer only handles tasks so as to describe the available parallelism in the
application. Scheduling these tasks to the underlying hardware is the responsibility
of Nanos6. The runtime scheduler is responsible for deciding on which cluster node
a task will be executed. Once a task is created, the runtime system registers its
dependencies and keeps it in a pending state for as long as these dependencies are
not resolved, i.e. there is a previously created task that accesses the same memory
region. Once the dependencies of a task are satisfied, it is pushed to the scheduler.
At this point, the scheduler will decide whether to offload the task to a remote node
(compared to where it was created) or execute it locally.
In the case that the scheduler decides to offload a task, it notifies the target remote
node with a message including the task to be offloaded together with its data
accesses and information about their location. In Nanos6, instead of keeping a
global directory that keeps track of the location of every data access, we embed
that information in the dependency information of the access itself. This way, we
avoid expensive, across the cluster, operations.
The remote node will receive the offloading message and will create the task and
register its dependencies locally and once it has all the necessary dependency
information it will execute it, as if it were a local task. In that sense, Nanos6 does
not employ a master-slave architecture. For example, the offloaded task, might
create nested tasks without the originator node observing anything, or involved in
any action regarding these tasks. This decentralized architecture is crucial for
achieving scalability for user applications.
Regardless on which cluster node a task is being scheduled, once it is ready to
execute, Nanos6 iterates through its data accesses to determine whether the
corresponding data are in the local memory. If the data are not present locally,
Nanos6 programs asynchronous data transfers to fetch it. The way these data
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transfers are programmed depends on the underlying communication layer. In its
vanilla version, Nanos6 performs them using the MPI library. The task will not
execute until all the related pending data transfers complete. Asynchronous data
transfers are important for achieving acceptable performance with OmpSs-2
applications. The model itself encourages programmers to break their application
down to sufficiently fine-grained tasks, i.e. the number of tasks is normally higher
than the amount of underlying compute resources. If the execution of task is
blocked due to pending data transfers, the thread that executes the task can switch
to a task that is actually ready to execute, hence keeping the CPU utilization as
high as possible.

4.1.3 Memory model
Apart from handling data transfers, Nanos6 needs to manage the virtual address
space, which will store the data that tasks read from and write to. In order to
support more easily and efficiently tasks that access irregular data structures, we
have decided to avoid address translation of the memory of tasks on different nodes.
In other words, we want to be able to re-use the same pointers to memory within
a task, even when we offload it to a remote node. To achieve this, we expose a
memory allocation API, to the application developer. The user needs to allocate
memory that tasks are accessing through this API. This is the second difference
between OmpSs-2@Cluster and shared memory OmpSs-2.
OmpSs-2@Cluster splits the address space in two kinds, local and distributed. Local
addresses are mainly meant to be used locally on each node. For example, we use
local addresses for the stacks of the threads executing tasks. Moreover, local
addresses can be used by computations that will happen mainly within a single task,
for example reductions. Distributed addresses are provisioned for distributed
computations, e.g. arrays on which many parallel tasks will operate are good
candidates for being allocated on distributed memory.
During initialization, Nanos6 allocates the necessary address space for
accommodating both the local and the distributed regions. At this point, local
addresses are divided equally and assigned to each cluster node. This process takes
place on every node, which means that all cluster nodes can access directly
addresses that “belong” to different cluster nodes. However, when a local allocation
takes place on a cluster node, only addresses of this cluster node will be allocated.
Distributed memory is managed in similar fashion. However, the distribution of
addresses to nodes happens at runtime when the user code calls the corresponding
API. Additionally, the user can define a policy to distribute the addresses across
nodes. The rationale behind this API is to allow users to pass information regarding
the access pattern of the application and guide the runtime scheduling decisions.
Again, even if only a subregion of the allocated region is “assigned” to a node, that
node can dereference all the addresses within the allocated space. This way, we
can perform data copies at any given point without having to manipulate the data
accesses of the task in order to translate them to locally addressable regions.

4.1.4 Communication layer
Nanos6 needs to perform data communications over the network, both for data
transfers and command messages for management purposes. As mentioned, the
vanilla version of Nanos6 relies on MPI to perform this communication. However,
the communication layer within Nanos6 is abstracted from the rest of the runtime
system in order to facilitate the implementation of the communication layer using
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a different library that provides the necessary semantics. The only requirement that
such a library needs to fulfil is to allow multiple threads to call its API safely.

4.2 ArgoDSM
ArgoDSM [3] is a page-based distributed shared memory system (DSM) that
implements a software cache and a program-driven coherence protocol. The
memory model is based on release consistency (RC), but ArgoDSM supports
sequential consistency for data-race-free code (SC for DRF).
ArgoDSM provides an area in virtual memory (VM) that is backed distributively by
the nodes in a cluster. Data from remote nodes are cached locally when used.
Coherence is maintained through explicit acquire and release fences that must be
placed in the code. For general Pthreads programs these fences should be triggered
along with synchronisation operations (ArgoDSM provides locks and barriers that
also trigger the fences).
Communication between nodes in a cluster is built on top of MPI. The
communication is predominantly one-sided and relies on remote direct memory
access (RDMA) operations. This means that nodes do not require an active agent
to respond to requests issued by other nodes.

Node VM

Control

4.2.1 Memory layout
Cache

Phys

N0

N1

N2

N3

ArgoDSM VM

Figure 21: ArgoDSM node VM layout (for four nodes).

ArgoDSM exposes a virtual memory space to application software. This memory
space is reserved in the virtual memory space of the process running an ArgoDSM
node. Figure 21 shows a representation of the virtual memory space of a node,
Node VM. ArgoDSM reserves its virtual memory space in the blue area marked
ArgoDSM VM. That memory space is reserved in the same address range on every
node in an ArgoDSM cluster, making addresses portable. The storage for the
memory space is backed distributively among the nodes that form the cluster. For
this purpose, each node allocates a physical backing store (Phys in Figure 21). To
allow access to data not backed locally, each node also has a cache where pages
which are fetched from other nodes are stored. Along with the cache, there is a
cache control directory structure that keeps track of what pages are used and how
many nodes are using them. The cache control is updated as needed according to
the coherence protocol.
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Figure 22: ArgoDSM physical mapping distribution (for four nodes).

Each node in a cluster is assigned a chunk of the VM and acts as that chunk's home
node. The home node is where other nodes will look for pages when caching them
and where changes will be written back. The physical backing stores data in the
assigned chunk's address range. As shown in Figure 22, pages are mapped into the
exposed VM from the physical backing store for the home node chunk, while other
chunks are served by the cache.

4.2.2 Coherence actions
ArgoDSM's cache coherence protocol is program-driven and based on the VIPS
protocol [4]. Coherence actions are triggered explicitly through acquire and release
fences and implicitly when touching data for the first time (or after an acquire
fence).
In ArgoDSM, the two fences, acquire and release, correspond to the VIPS
operations self-invalidation and self-downgrade, respectively. Self-invalidation
implies that the cache is flushed and that all subsequent accesses require data to
be fetched from the home node to get the latest updates made by other nodes.
Self-downgrade works in the opposite direction and causes changes in dirty pages
to be written back to their home node.
Since the fences are relatively expensive operations, there is a classification
mechanism making it possible to sometimes avoid them. Each page can be in one
of four classification states: private (P), with a single reader and writer, or one of
three shared states with no writers (S-NW), a single writer (S-SW), or multiple
writers (S-MW). The observation is that when there is only a single node writing to
a page, i.e. when a page is private (P) or shared with only one writer (S-SW), it is
not necessary for that node to perform self-invalidations since the home node will
not be updated by any other node.
In theory, the coherence protocol allows nodes to skip self-downgrades for pages
in private mode, since no other nodes will look for changes to them. However, this
requires a downgrade (including changes up until the most recent release fence)
to be performed when the classification is changed. Since nodes do not have active
agents it is not possible to trigger this downgrade as needed. For this reason private
pages are affected by self-downgrades.
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Figure 23: ArgoDSM coherence on first touch.

The implicit coherence operation on first touch, or after self-invalidation, relies on
catching the access by observing a page fault and allowing ArgoDSM to handle it.
For this reason, the VM that ArgoDSM exposes to applications is initially not mapped
to any physical pages in the page table and ArgoDSM registers a page fault handler
to be able to resolve access made to the ArgoDSM VM. Figure 23 shows the process
of caching a new page. The process can be described as a series of steps:
1) An application performs a first touch of a page.
2) Since the page is not mapped in the page table, a page fault is generated.
3) The page fault is caught by the ArgoDSM page fault handler to allow
ArgoDSM to resolve the access.
4) ArgoDSM proceeds to update the cache control data structures. This
registers the requesting node as a user in its own control structure and that
of the home node for the page (which is the same if the requesting node is
the home node).
5) If the page classification changes when updating the cache control, it is
sometimes necessary to perform additional actions. Specifically, if there was
previously only one user of the page, that node would have to be notified of
the new user (by remotely updating its cache control data structure).
Similarly, if there was previously only one writer of the page, that node
would need to be notified if a new writer appears.
6) If the page resides on a remote home node, the requesting node (a) fetches
it and (b) installs it in its own cache.
7) When the page is available locally, it is mapped to the exposed VM from the
cache or physical backing store, depending on where it is.
8) Finally, control flow is returned to the application.
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4.3 Integration with Nanos6
OmpSs@ArgoDSM is implemented through a modified version of the
OmpSs@cluster runtime and Nanos6-cluster, and replaces the default two-sided
MPI communication for user data. The modified runtime, Nanos6-ArgoDSM, starts
ArgoDSM when a program initialises, replaces the standard functionality of Nanos6cluster allocators with calls to ArgoDSM's allocator, and adds coherence fences to
task offloading operations. OmpSs@ArgoDSM works for the same applications as
OmpSs@cluster. No modification in source code is needed for the transition.

Node 0

Node 1

timeline

Data Allocation
Task Create

timeline

Allocate in
ArgoDSM memory
ArgoDSM release
Task ready,
schedule task
ArgoDSM acquire
Send task

Run task

Notify completion

ArgoDSM release

Release dependencies

Task Wait

Access

ArgoDSM handler
• Get data
• Update Control
• Map data

ArgoDSM acquire

Figure 24: Task offload workflow in Nanos6-ArgoDSM.

Apart from initialisation, the workflow when offloading a task is illustrated in Figure
24. When a task running on Node 0 performs a data allocation, ArgoDSM fulfils the
request and allocates memory in the ArgoDSM VM. At a later point, the application
creates tasks. At task creation, a release fence is triggered causing a selfdowngrade. This ensures any modification made up until that point is made
available for other nodes. When the task is ready for execution, the task may be
offloaded to another node. When the task has been sent to another node, Node 1
in Figure 24, an acquire fence is triggered to ensure the most recent modifications
are fetched when data is accessed. The task can then be executed and when a page
is touched the first time a page fault will be triggered to allow the ArgoDSM handler
to fetch the page. As the task finishes, but before it is reported as completed, a
release fence is triggered to publish modifications to the home node. Any changes
made by offloaded tasks are expected, if the issuing task depends on the altered
data, to be available after a task wait operation. Therefore, an acquire fence will
be triggered at that point.
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4.4 Enhanced Features of ArgoDSM
4.4.1 Selective coherence (SSI/SSD)
The integration of ArgoDSM into OmpSs' task framework makes an important
alteration to ArgoDSM's fences possible: the possibility to target what data to affect
with self-invalidations and self-downgrades. These targeted variants are called
selective self-invalidation (SSI) and selective self-downgrade (SSD). An additional
option (SSDR) is presented below.
Since ArgoDSM is designed with Pthread programs in mind, it is difficult to tell
exactly what data has to be shared to other nodes on synchronisation. For this
reason, the standard fences in ArgoDSM affect all pages across an entire node,
which may run multiple threads, when triggered. This means that if a task starts
on a node where another independent task runs in a different thread, the initial
acquire fence, i.e. self-invalidation, will also affect the independent task. Any data
reuses in the independent task will then require a new, unnecessary, fetch from
the home node. Similar issues exists for self-downgrades, where additional write
misses can occur and write coalescing opportunities can be lost.
Using selective fences solves the issue of independent tasks interfering with each
other. Since information about what data a task will use is available from OmpSs-2
directives, it is possible to apply the selective fences and be sure to target all
relevant data without interfering with other data.
The implementation of SSD was completed during the work on the intermediate
prototype.

4.4.1.1

Region downgrade (SSDR)

Performing downgrades comes at a cost in the standard ArgoDSM. Coherence is
performed at byte level and to allow multiple writers to the same page only altered
bytes are included in a downgrade. This requires a separate network transaction
for each contiguous segment of altered bytes. Since the OmpSs-2 runtime not only
provides the region of data being worked on, but also ensures that there is at most
one writer of that region, ArgoDSM is enhanced with a feature to optionally turn off
byte level coherence for selective self-downgrades. Using this feature, ArgoDSM
downgrades cache blocks in a region with a single network transaction each,
reducing overhead associated with performing network transactions. Only cache
blocks partially covered by the specified region are subjected to the normal byte
oriented downgrade procedure. We call this selective self-downgrade by region
(SSDR).

4.4.1.2

In-thread transfers

In standard ArgoDSM, all network communication is handled by designated threads.
Threads requiring data have to queue up requests and synchronise with the
designated communication threads. This model has been changed to enact
communication directly from threads requiring data from other nodes. This
simplifies the communication functionality of ArgoDSM and is the first step toward
more communication parallelism.

4.4.1.3

Prefetching

One of the main features of ArgoDSM is to fetch cache blocks as they are needed,
independently of what node they reside on. This comes at the price of a delay when
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accessing each new block, a page fault and a network transaction. For workloads
where a large number of pages are used this overhead adds up. The enhanced
version of ArgoDSM has a new feature that prefetches a number (default 8) of
consecutive pages on each cache miss. The coordinated fetch of several pages
saves on the number of initiated network transfers. This behaviour strikes a balance
between reducing the overhead of page faults and network transactions for
workloads that will use the additional cache blocks and the increased network
volume and cache pressure for workloads that do not.

4.4.1.4

Performance

The enhanced features of ArgoDSM aim to provide specialised functionality to
improve the performance over standard ArgoDSM when integrated with Nanos6.
To assess the impact of the enhancements we use a simple benchmark to measure
performance with the different ArgoDSM alterations enabled.
We have investigated an OmpSs-2 implementation of the Daxpy kernel, with a
working set of 64 MB. The Daxpy kernel multiplies a vector of doubles by a constant
and adds another vector, a double aX plus Y operation. During measurement the
kernel is executed 10 times on a cluster with either 2 or 4 nodes. We also compare
the difference between Nanos6’s random and locality scheduler policies. The
random scheduler assigns tasks to nodes in the cluster in a random fashion while
the locality scheduler takes into account previous data placement when assigning
tasks to nodes. Locality is not fully integrated with ArgoDSM yet but the intended
behaviour is observed in this controlled test. Prefetching, selective self-downgrade
(SSD), also with the region optimisation (SSDR), and selective self-invalidation
(SSI) are compared individually and in combination against a baseline version of
ArgoDSM with these features disabled. Results are presented in Figure 9 and Figure
10.
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Figure 25: Performance of ArgoDSM enhancements in Daxpy with the random scheduler.
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Daxpy - Locality scheduler
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Figure 26: Performance of ArgoDSM enhancements in Daxpy with the locality scheduler.

There are a few observations that can be made from these results:
• The singlehandedly best optimisation is prefetch. This is especially useful for
the random scheduler since this policy requires more data movement
between nodes. Prefetch therefore avoids many expensive network
transactions (the transferred data volume is still the same). For the locality
scheduler, data is expected to mostly reside on the executing node already,
which limits the need for sending data between nodes and thus the
effectiveness of the prefetch. Additionally, for the locality scheduler the data
is expected to be classified as private, meaning that invalidation does not
have to be performed.
• When comparing SSD and SSDR, we can see that in most cases the region
feature is an improvement over the byte-oriented alternative. There are
further improvement opportunities here, to include even more downgrade
data in the same network operation.
• The combination SSI+SSDR, for the moment, performs surprisingly poorly.
The potential bottleneck lies in ArgoDSM’s internal write buffer which does
not have natural opportunities to empty (as it does with the non-selective
coherence), causing single entries to be downgraded on each miss once the
buffer is full. This also explains issues with using SSI and SSD(R) individually.
This issue will be addressed in upcoming versions.
Some more observations can be made. First, Daxpy is a simple benchmark and
runs with relatively small amounts of data and it is therefore difficult to see how
scaling would look in a real-world scenario. Another is that ArgoDSM is still suffering
from quite severe serialization points when it comes to data transfers. This is
another reason SSI and SSD(R) performs poorly. The solution is to enable multiple
threads to do remote operations simultaneously. This work is planned but also relies
on an MPI implementation that can handle simultaneous operations and hardware
RDMA.
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4.5 Known Issues
o
o
o
o

o
o

OpenMPI has issues with the MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE threading model
combined with RDMA operations. Intel MPI is for now the only fully supported
MPI library.
Issues with stack space exhaustion have been observed on some systems.
Intel Omni-Path may require additional tuning in order to facilitate RDMA
operations; a solution to this has not yet been found and, as a result, execution
times suffer greatly.
Currently, calls to nanos6_lmalloc() do not work with the ArgoDSM memory
backend. As a temporary fix, these calls can be replaced by calls to
nanos6_dmalloc().
This
change
will
break
programs
targeting
OmpSs-2@Cluster as the memory will not be available to the allocating task. In
OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM this is not an issue, however.
OmpSs-2@ArgoDSM is still based on an old version of Nanos6 (from the
prototype of D4.2) but work on upgrading to a more recent version is underway.
In rare cases, classification data for cache blocks can be lost if the ArgoDSM
cache size is set to be smaller than the ArgoDSM memory itself. To avoid such
issues, the cache size should be set sufficiently high.
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5 Enhanced BSC Performance Analysis
Tools Prototype
The role of the BSC performance analysis tools is to help domain developers
understand the performance behaviour and identify the current bottlenecks of their
applications developed on top of the proposed technologies.
Extrae is the main instrumentation package from BSC. It supports many of the
principal parallel programming models (e.g., MPI, OpenMP, CUDA, OmpSs), as well
as combinations of them (MPI+OpenMP, MPI+CUDA, MPI+OpenMP+CUDA). The
main way of working with Extrae is with library interposition through LD_PRELOAD,
capturing the calls to the parallel runtimes and calling the actual implementation of
the routines afterwards. Extrae generates trace files that can be analysed after
application execution with Paraver.
Paraver is the main visualization and analysis tool from BSC. It reads trace files in
the Paraver format, like the ones generated by Extrae, and is agnostic to the type
of data being analysed. It works with two views: tables, which offer statistics of the
whole or any region of the execution; and timelines, which show the behaviour of
the application processes’ along time.
During the EPEEC project, Extrae was extended to support the instrumentation of
GASPI applications, both standalone and in combination with other parallel
runtimes (e.g, OpenMP, CUDA, OmpSs). This was done by creating wrappers for
almost all of the GASPI routines and some of their parameters (size and remote
rank).
The new code can be checked out from the GASPI branch in the public GitHub
repository for Extrae 2 . Mainly the files containing the support for the GASPI
instrumentation are under src/tracer/wrappers/GASPI and the files starting with
gaspi_ under src/merger/paraver.
The instrumented routines and their parameters are summarized in Table 1:
Routine
gaspi_proc_init
gaspi_proc_term
gaspi_connect
gaspi_disconnect
gaspi_group_create
gaspi_group_add
gaspi_group_commit
gaspi_group_delete
gaspi_segment_alloc
gaspi_segment_register
gaspi_segment_create
gaspi_segment_bind
gaspi_segment_use
gaspi_segment_delete
gaspi_write
gaspi_read
gaspi_wait
gaspi_notify
2

Instrumented parameters
rank
rank
rank
size
rank
size
size
size
rank, size
rank, size
rank

https://github.com/bsc-performance-tools/extrae/tree/GASPI
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gaspi_notify_waitsome
gaspi_notify_reset
gaspi_write_notify
gaspi_write_list
gaspi_write_list_notify
gaspi_read_list
gaspi_passive_send
gaspi_passive_receive
gaspi_atomic_fetch_add
gaspi_atomic_compare_swap
gaspi_barrier
gaspi_allreduce
gaspi_allreduce_user

rank,
rank,
rank,
rank,
rank,
rank,
rank
rank

size
size
size
size
size
size

Table 1: Instrumented GASPI routines and their parameters

In order to exploit the dynamic instrumentation methodology of EXTRAE, the
building environment of GPI-2 [5] was extended for the creation of shared libraries
for both the Ethernet and Infiniband networking communication standards. This
allows, in particular, to use the LD-PRELOAD interposition mechanism in which the
original symbols in the binary are substituted by those of the instrumentation
package. Simple tests have been added to the EXTRAE’s examples/ directory to
check the implemented interoperability.
The trace files can be loaded and analysed with Paraver using as a starting point
the configuration files created for the purpose of analysing GPI-2 (GASPI)
applications:
gaspi_calls.cfg,
gaspi_rank.cfg,
gaspi_notification_id.cfg, gaspi_queue.cfg and gaspi_size.cfg. In Figure
25 a snapshot is shown of the Paraver profile obtained from the trace of a GPI-2
bandwidth microbenchmark (using libgaspitrace.so) and gaspi_calls.cfg. The
x-axis represents each process and the y-axis the calls being used in the
application. The data illustrate the percentage of time each process spends in each
GASPI routine. The colours in the profile represent the weight of the call, going
from light green when the weight is low, to dark blue when it is high.

Figure 27: GASPI calls profile of the GPI-2’s bandwidth microbenchmark

For a more complete validation, we used CFD-Proxy, a GASPI+OpenMP PGAS
community benchmark [6] to test the GASPI instrumentation in conjunction with
already existing instrumentations, and used the new combined library
(libogaspitrace.so) to obtain a Paraver tracefile both with GASPI and with
OpenMP information.
The CFD proxy kernel implements and evaluates the overlap efficiency for halo
exchanges in unstructured meshes by performing the computation of the flow
field's gradients via the Green-Gauss theorem along with a subsequent flux
calculation, using meshes of actual (publicly available) airplane configurations.
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Figure 27 shows snapshot of the Paraver profile window for the CFD-Proxy using
twelve processes with two threads per process, split in two nodes as is shown in
Figure 26. Paraver also loads a timeline view of the application, accessible by
clicking on the top left icon of the profile toolbar, showing what GASPI calls took
place along the execution (Figure 28). Colours are categorical, each of them
referring to a different GASPI routine.

Figure 28: Assigned nodes map for the CFD-Proxy

Figure 29: GASPI calls profile of the CFD-Proxy benchmark using 12 processes with 2
threads per process.
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Figure 30: GASPI calls timeline of the CFD-Proxy benchmark

The next Paraver configuration file, gaspi_rank.cfg, opens a timeline window with
the rank of the partner of the communication (Figure 29). Each rank has a distinct
colour. This view can be correlated with the GASPI calls timeline to identify which
call generates the communication with the rank shown.

Figure 31: GASPI partner rank timeline of the CFD-Proxy benchmark

Finally, gaspi_size.cfg, opens another timeline window with the size of the data
being transferred (Figure 30). As with the previous view, GASPI size can be
correlated with the GASPI calls timeline to identify which call communicates that
amount of data. Colours in this view range from light green to dark blue,
representing small and big data chunks respectively in a continuous manner.

Figure 32: GASPI transferred data sizes of the CFD-Proxy benchmark
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As CFD-Proxy is a hybrid GASPI+OpenMP, Extrae also captured OpenMP
information alongside GASPI. This information can be also opened with Paraver
using some of the configuration files provided. For example, the parallel OpenMP
functions being called during the execution can be viewed in a Paraver timeline
where each colour represents a different parallel function (Figure 31).

Figure 33: OpenMP parallel functions of the CFD-Proxy benchmark

The instrumentation of the GASPI runtime could benefit from some improvements
already found in its MPI counterpart, such as caller information, to identify which
routines, file and line call GASPI. In addition, it would be useful to automate the
merging process since currently an extra step is needed to generate the final trace
file. Tthis could be done automatically by the library when the application ends.
It is expected that the instrumentation will be used shortly in WP3, which will
provide valuable feedback and will help to improve and add new useful features.
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6 Summary and Future Work
The deliverable describes the implementation of the initial software prototypes
(enhanced GPI, OmpSs with ArgoDSM support and BSC tools).
The distributed programming model GPI has been enhanced with two libraries: a
compression library called Comprex and scalable collectives. Comprex compresses
data which are to be communicated and has been adapted to the use of deep neural
network training. It will be tested with the communication kernel of SMURFF.
Currently the compression works together with Tensorflow, has been tested with a
simple DNN topology and has shown good compression rates. The collectives are
implemented as eventually consistent collectives, i.e. giving up on a globally
consistent view of the properties and instead proceeding with computation upon
arrival of a certain percentage of the data instead of the full amount. The collectives
have been designed in such a way that they run in a standard way with a possibility
to add a threshold to be weakly consistent with a user-defined function. In D4.2,
we started with the design and implementation of 1:n and n:1 collectives reduce
and broadcast. In this deliverable, we have proceeded with the allreduce n:n
collective. The allreduce collective has been implemented as an eventually
consistent collective with a threshold and with the stale synchronous parallel
parallelisation approach. All collectives have been benchmarked and showed
promising performance results. In addition, the standard alltoall collective has been
customized and implemented with GASPI for the Quantum Espresso application.
This collective shows good scalability for large message sizes.
A first prototype of OmpSs@ArgoDSM has been described in D4.2, where the main
focus has been on the mechanisms how to preserve coherence when running with
OmpSs tasks which are independent of each other. Compared to the prototype in
D4.2, in this deliverable we presented an intermediate software version with
improved performance and scalability features. These features are: (a) the
downgrade of regions instead of a byte-wise downgrade of caches. This measure
reduces the overhead associated with the network transactions; (b) an
improvement in the communication of the threads so that not only designated
communication threads are handling the communication, but all threads can
communicate. This is a good step towards communication parallelism. (c) an
improvement of the prefetching of cache blocks. This saves on the number of
initiated network transfers. The new features have been benchmarked with the
DAXPY benchmarks. They show improved performance and scalability compared to
the initial prototype.
The BSC performance analysis tools help domain developers understand the
performance behaviour and identify the current bottlenecks of the applications.
Extrae has been extended to support GASPI applications. This has been done by
creating wrappers for all GASPI routines. The extensions to Extrae have been tested
with GASPI based programs and hybrid GASPI+OpenMP code. It has been tested
with the open-source CFD proxy application and the commercial RTM application.
A short explanation on how to run Extrae with GASPI based code has been
summarized. The Extrae tool will be used in the scope of the EPEEC consortium by
the application developers to analyse their code.
The next step for the software prototypes presented will be their use in EPEEC
applications. Additionally, functionality will be added for the final software release
(in month 33 of the project):
• GASPI extensions: The next steps will be more rigorous testing, an integration
of the compression library and eventually consistent collectives and the
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•

•

•

integration of collectives in applications. We also foresee to use different
algorithms for collectives as well as provide more collectives.
Integration of GASPI and OmpSs: task-aware GASPI library will be
introduced in OmpSs which is adapted to the GASPI API. The work has been
started in the scope of the INTERTWinE project which finished in 2018. The
interoperability library will be improved in order to support large HPC clusters.
Distributed shared memory support: The task placement will be improved
on remote nodes to maximise data locality. The ArgoDSM coherence layer that
is now based on a weak memory model will be re-hauled. A stronger model that
is based on runtime race detection will be provided.
Performance tools: After the completion and validation of the support
offered to GASPI, the work will target OpenACC.
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A Link to github repositories
The main link is: https://github.com/epeec
Enhanced GPI software prototype (Section 2):
• Data Compression (Comprex): https://github.com/epeec/Comprex
• Eventually Consistent Data Types and Collectives:
https://github.com/epeec/EvntConsistColl
Enhanced ArgoDSM software prototype (Section 3):
• OmpSs@cluster for ArgoDSM: https://github.com/epeec/nanos6-argodsm
• ArgoDSM: https://github.com/epeec/ArgoDSM
• Benchmark: https://github.com/epeec/nanos6-benchmarks
Enhanced BSC performance analysis tools prototype (Section 4):
• Extrae: https://github.com/epeec/extrae
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